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Comparison of Kummer logarithmic topologies with classical
topologies
Heer Zhao
Abstract. We compare the Kummer flat (resp. Kummer e´tale) cohomology
with the flat (resp. e´tale) cohomology with coefficients in smooth commutative
group schemes, finite flat group schemes and Kato’s logarithmic multiplicative
group. We will be particularly interested in the case of algebraic tori in the
Kummer flat topology. We also make some computations for certain special
cases of the base log scheme.
Notation and conventions
Let X = (X,MX) be an fs log scheme, we denote by (fs/X) the category of fs
log schemes over X , and denote by (fs/X)e´t (resp. (fs/X)fl, resp. (fs/X)ke´t, resp.
(fs/X)kfl) the classical e´tale site (resp. classical flat site, resp. Kummer e´tale site,
resp. Kummer flat site) on (fs/X). In order to shorten formulas, we will mostly
abbreviate (fs/X)e´t (resp. (fs/X)fl, resp. (fs/X)ke´t, resp. (fs/X)kfl) as Xe´t (resp.
Xfl, resp. Xke´t, resp. Xkfl). We refer to [Ill02, 2.5] for the classical e´tale site and
the Kummer e´tale site, and [Kat19, Def. 2.3] and [Niz08, §2.1] for the Kummer
flat site. The site (fs/X)fl is an obvious analogue of (fs/X)e´t. We have natural
“forgetful” maps of sites:
(0.1) εe´t : (fs/X)ke´t → (fs/X)e´t
and
(0.2) εfl : (fs/X)kfl → (fs/X)fl.
We denote by (st/X) the full subcategory of (fs/X) consisting of strict fs log
schemes over X . Note that the category (st/X) is canonically identified with the
category of the schemes over the underlying scheme of X .
Kato’s multiplicative group (or the log multiplicative group) Gm,log is the sheaf
on Xe´t defined by Gm,log(U) = Γ(U,M
gp
U ) for any U ∈ (fs/X), where M
gp
U denotes
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the group envelope of the log structure MU of U . The classical e´tale sheaf Gm,log
is also a sheaf on Xke´t and Xkfl respectively, see [Niz08, Cor. 2.22] for a proof.
By convention, for any sheaf of abelian groups F on Xkfl and a subgroup sheaf
G of F onXkfl, we denote by (F/G)Xfl the quotient sheaf onXfl, while F/G denotes
the quotient sheaf on Xkfl. We abbreviate the quotient sheaf Gm,log/Gm on Xkfl as
Gm,log.
Let F be a sheaf on Xe´t (resp. Xfl, resp. Xke´t, resp. Xkfl), and U ∈ (fs/X),
we denote by Hie´t(U, F ) (resp. H
i
fl(U, F ), resp. H
i
ke´t(U, F ), resp. H
i
kfl(U, F )) the
i-th sheaf cohomology group of the sheaf F on Xe´t (resp. Xfl, resp. Xke´t, resp.
Xkfl). For a sheaf F on Xfl = (fs/X)fl, the canonical map (fs/X)fl → (st/X)fl of
sites satisfies the conditions from [Sta19, Tag 00XU], hence by [Sta19, Tag 03YU]
the cohomology of the sheaf F on (fs/X)fl can be computed on the smaller site
(st/X)fl. Hence for U ∈ (st/X), we will use the same notation H
i
fl(U, F ) for the
cohomology of F on any of the two sites (fs/X)fl and (st/X)fl.
Let G be a group scheme over X , and F a presheaf of abelian groups on (fs/X)
endowed with aG-action. We denote byHiX(G,F ) the i-th cohomology group of the
G-module F , and see [DG80, Chap. II, §3] for the definition of such cohomology
groups. For an abstract group Γ and a Γ-module N , we denote by Hi(Γ, N) the
i-th cohomology group of the Γ-module N .
Introduction
The Kummer e´tale (resp. Kummer flat) topology is finer than the classical
e´tale (resp. flat) topology in log geometry. In order to understand the cohomology
theory on the Kummer e´tale topology and the Kummer flat topology, one is led to
the comparison of the Kummer topologies with the classical topologies.
The following two theorems about the first direct image from the Kummer flat
topology to the classical flat topology, are the first known comparison results. They
were given by Kato in his old preprint [Kat19, Thm. 4.1, Cor. 5.2], see [Niz08,
Thm. 3.12, Cor. 3.21] for a published reference.
Theorem 0.1 (Kato). Let X be an fs log scheme with its underlying scheme lo-
cally noetherian. Let G be a commutative group scheme over the underlying scheme
of X satisfying one of the following two conditions
(1) G is finite flat over the underlying scheme of X;
(2) G is smooth and affine over the underlying scheme of X.
We endow G with the log structure induced from X. Then we have a canonical
isomorphism
R1εfl∗G ∼= lim−→
n
HomX(Z/nZ(1), G)⊗Z (Gm,log/Gm)Xfl ,
where Z/nZ(1) denotes the group scheme of n-th roots of unity.
Theorem 0.2 (Kato). Let X be an fs log scheme with its underlying scheme
locally noetherian. Then we have R1εfl∗Gm,log = 0 and R
1εe´t∗Gm,log = 0.
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For the higher direct images from the Kummer e´tale topology to the classical
e´tale topology, there is also the following result which is due to Kato and Nakayama
([KN99, Thm. 2.4]).
Theorem 0.3 (Kato-Nakayama). Let X be an fs log scheme, and let F be a
sheaf of abelian groups on (fs/X)e´t such that F =
⋃
n : invertible on X Ker(F
n
−→ F ).
Then the cup-product induces an isomorphism
F (−q)⊗Z
q∧
(Gm,log/Gm)Xe´t → R
qεe´t∗ε
∗
e´tF
for any q ≥ 0, where (−q) denotes the Tate twist.
In Subsection 1.1 of Section 1, we study the higher direct images Riεe´t∗G for
G a commutative smooth group scheme with connected fibres over the base. The
main result is the following Theorem, see also Theorem 1.8.
Theorem 0.4. Let X be a locally noetherian fs log scheme, and let G be a
commutative smooth group scheme with connected fibers over the underlying scheme
of X. Then we have the following.
(1) Riεe´t∗G = lim−→n
(Riεe´t∗G)[n], where (R
iεe´t∗G)[n] denotes the n-torsion subsheaf
of Riεe´t∗G.
(2) If n is invertible on X, then
(Riεe´t∗G)[n] = R
iεe´t∗G[n] = G[n](−i)⊗Z
i∧
(Gm,log/Gm)Xe´t .
When the underlying scheme of the base X is over Q, Theorem 0.4 actually
gives a full description of Riεe´t∗G, see Corollary 1.9. When the underlying scheme
of the base X is over a finite field Fq, we also have a full description of R
iεe´t∗G,
see Theorem 1.16. We can also remove the affinity condition from Theorem 0.1,
see Theorem 1.13.
In Subsection 1.2 of Section 1, we mainly study the 2nd higher direct image
R2εfl∗G for G a torus over the base. The main result is the following theorem, see
also Theorem 1.24.
Theorem 0.5. Let X be a locally noetherian fs log scheme, and let G be a
torus over the underlying scheme of X.
(1) We have R2εfl∗G = lim−→n
(R2εfl∗G)[n], where (R
2εfl∗G)[n] denotes the n-torsion
subsheaf of R2εfl∗G.
(2) If n is invertible on X, then
(R2εfl∗G)[n] = R
2εfl∗G[n] = G[n](−2)⊗Z
2∧
(Gm,log/Gm)Xfl .
When the underlying scheme of X is a Q-scheme or an Fq-scheme for a finite
field Fq, Theorem 0.5 can be strengthened to give a full description of R
2εfl∗G, see
Corollary 1.25 and Corollary 1.26 respectively.
Another case where we have a full description of R2εfl∗G is related to the log
structure. Let Y ∈ (fs/X) be such that the ranks of the stalks of the e´tale sheaf
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Y are at most one, and let (st/Y ) be the full subcategory of (fs/X) consisting
of strict fs log schemes over Y . Then the restriction of R2εfl∗G to (st/Y ) is zero,
here G is as in Theorem 0.5.
Theorem 0.5 can also be slightly generalized to include a certain class of unipo-
tent group schemes, see Theorem 1.27.
In Section 2, we investigate the higher direct image of Kato’s logarithmic multi-
plicative group Gm,log. The main result is the following theorem, see also Theorem
2.1.
Theorem 0.6. Let X be an fs log scheme with its underlying scheme locally
noetherian, and εfl : (fs/X)kfl → (fs/X)fl (resp. εe´t : (fs/X)ke´t → (fs/X)e´t) the
forgetful map between these two sites. Then we have:
(1) Rrεfl∗Gm,log = 0 (resp. R
rεe´t∗Gm,log = 0) for r ≥ 1;
(2) the canonical map Rrεfl∗Gm → R
rεfl∗Gm,log (resp. R
rεe´t∗Gm → R
rεe´t∗Gm,log)
is an isomorphism for r ≥ 2.
In Section 3, we apply the previous results to compute Hikfl(X,Gm) for i = 1, 2
in the following two cases.
(1) R is a discrete valuation ring with finite residue field, and X = SpecR endowed
with the canonical log structure associated to its closed point.
(2) K is either a number field or a function field. When K is a number field, X is
the spectrum of the ring of integers of K. When K is a function field, X is the
unique smooth projective curve associated to K. Let S be a finite set of closed
points of X , U := X − S, and j : U →֒ X . We endow X with the log structure
j∗O
×
U ∩ OX → OX .
1. The higher direct images for smooth commutative group schemes
In this section, we investigate the higher direct images under εfl and εe´t for
smooth commutative group schemes. We deal with the case of εe´t in the first
subsection, and with the case of εfl in the second subsection. In the Kummer e´tale
case, we have more tools at hand and can get results for Riεe´t∗G for i ≥ 2 and G
a smooth commutative group scheme with connected fibres over the base. In the
Kummer flat case, we have only results for R2εfl∗ for certain smooth commutative
group schemes.
1.1. Kummer e´tale case. In this subsection, we study the higher direct
image Riεe´t∗G along the forgetful map εe´t : (fs/X)ke´t → (fs/X)e´t, where i ≥ 2 and
G is a smooth commutative group scheme with connected fibres over X regarded
as a sheaf on (fs/X)ke´t.
In order to understand Riεe´t∗G, we need to compute H
i
ke´t(X,G) first, for the
case thatX has its underlying scheme SpecA with A a noetherian strictly Henselian
ring. We will make heavy use of Cˇech cohomology, for which we often refer to
[Mil80, Chap. III].
The following proposition is an analogue of [Mil80, Chap. III, Prop. 2.9].
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Proposition 1.1. Let ? be either fl or e´t. Let X be an fs log scheme, and F
a sheaf on (fs/X)k?. Let H
i
k?(F ) be the presheaf U 7→ H
i
k?(U, F ) for U ∈ (fs/X).
Then we have that the 0-th Cˇech cohomology group Hˇ0k?(U,H
i
k?(F )) vanishes for
i > 0 and all U ∈ (fs/X).
Proof. The proof of [Mil80, Chap. III, Prop. 2.9] is purely formal, and it
works also here. 
The following corollary is an analogue of [Mil80, Chap. III, Cor. 2.10].
Corollary 1.2. Let ?, X, F and U be as in Proposition 1.1. Then the Cˇech
cohomology to derived functor cohomology spectral sequence
Hˇik?(U,H
j
k?(F ))⇒ H
i+j
k? (U, F )
induces isomorphisms
Hˇik?(U, F )
∼=
−→ Hik?(U, F )
for i = 0, 1, and an exact sequence
0→ Hˇ2k?(U, F )→ H
2
k?(U, F )→ Hˇ
1
k?(U,H
1
k?(F ))→ Hˇ
3
k?(U, F )→ H
3
k?(U, F ).
Proof. The results follow from Proposition 1.1. 
Corollary 1.3. Let X = SpecA be an fs log scheme with A a noetherian
strictly Henselian local ring, x the closed point of X, p the characteristic of the
residue field of A, and F a sheaf on (fs/X)ke´t. Let P
α
−→MX be a chart of the log
structure of X with P an fs monoid, such that the induced map P →MX,x/O
×
X,x is
an isomorphism. For any positive integer m, we define Xm to be the fs log scheme
X ×SpecZ[P ] SpecZ[P
1/m] endowed with the canonical log structure coming from
P 1/m, where P 1/m is a monoid endowed with a homomorphism P → P 1/m which
can be identified with P
m
−→ P . We get a Kummer flat cover fm : Xm → X, which
is also a Kummer e´tale cover if m is coprime to p.
Let γ ∈ Hike´t(X,F ), then there exists a positive integer n with (n, p) = 1 such
that γ maps to zero in Hike´t(Xn, F ) along fn : Xn → X.
Proof. By Proposition 1.1, there exists a Kummer e´tale cover
{Yi
gi
−→ X}i∈I
such that g∗i (γ) = 0 for each i ∈ I. Let i0 be such that gi0(Yi0) contains the closed
point of X . By [Niz08, Prop. 2.15], there exists a commutative diagram
Z
h
//
g

Xn
fn

Yi0
gi0
// X
,
such that the image of gi0 ◦ g contains the closed point of X , g is Kummer e´tale,
n is a positive integer which is invertible on X , and h is classically e´tale. Then we
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have h∗f∗nγ = g
∗g∗i0γ = 0. Since h is classically e´tale and the underlying scheme of
Xn is strictly Henselian local, h has a section s. It follows that
f∗nγ = s
∗h∗(f∗nγ) = s
∗0 = 0.

Corollary 1.4. Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Corollary 1.3.
Then we have
Hike´t(X,F )
∼= lim−→
n
ker(Hike´t(X,F )
f∗n−→ Hike´t(Xn, F )).
Proof. This follows from Corollary 1.3. 
Proposition 1.5. Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Corollary 1.3.
We further let N′ := {n ∈ N | (n, p) = 1}.
(1) The family XN := {Xn → X}n∈N (resp. XN′ := {Xn → X}n∈N′) of Kummer
flat covers (resp. Kummer e´tale covers) of X satisfies the condition (L3) from
[Art62, §2], whence a spectral sequence
(1.1)
Hˇikfl(XN, H
j
kfl(F ))⇒ H
i+j
kfl (X,F ) (resp. Hˇ
i
ke´t(XN′ , H
j
ke´t(F ))⇒ H
i+j
ke´t (X,F )),
where
Hˇikfl(XN, F ) := lim−→
n∈N
Hˇikfl(Xn/X, F )
and
Hˇike´t(XN′ , F ) := lim−→
n∈N′
Hˇike´t(Xn/X, F ).
(2) We have Hˇ0ke´t(XN′ , H
j
ke´t(F )) = 0 for any j > 0.
Proof. Part (1) follows from [Art62, Chap. II, Sec. 3, (3.3)].
Part (2) follows from Corollary 1.3. Indeed we have
Hˇ0ke´t(XN′ , H
j
ke´t(F )) →֒ lim−→
n∈N′
Hjke´t(Xn, F ),
and the latter vanishes by Corollary 1.3. 
Corollary 1.6. Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Corollary 1.3.
Then the groups Hike´t(X,F ) are torsion and p-torsion-free for all i > 0.
Proof. By the Kummer e´tale spectral sequence from (1.1) and Proposition
1.5 (2), it suffices to show that the groups lim
−→n∈N′
Hˇike´t(Xn/X,H
j
ke´t(F )) are torsion
and p-torsion-free for all i > 0 and j ≥ 0. Let Hn := SpecZ[(P
1/n)gp/P gp] which
is a group scheme over SpecZ such that
Xn ×X Xn = Xn ×SpecZ Hn,
see [Niz08, the second paragraph on p522] for more detailed descriptions of Hn.
Regarded as a group scheme over X , Hn is constant. And Xn is a Galois cover of
X with Galois group Hn. By [Mil80, Example 2.6], we have
Hˇike´t(Xn/X,H
j
ke´t(F )) = H
i(Hn, H
j
ke´t(Xn, F ))
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which is torsion and p-torsion-free for i > 0. This finishes the proof. 
Corollary 1.7. Let X be a locally noetherian fs log scheme, and let F be a
sheaf on (fs/X)ke´t. Then the sheaves R
iεe´t∗F are torsion for i > 0.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 1.6. 
Theorem 1.8. Let X be a locally noetherian fs log scheme, and let G be a
commutative smooth group scheme with connected fibers over the underlying scheme
of X. Then we have the following.
(1) Riεe´t∗G = lim−→n
(Riεe´t∗G)[n], where (R
iεe´t∗G)[n] denotes the n-torsion subsheaf
of Riεe´t∗G.
(2) If n is invertible on X, then
(Riεe´t∗G)[n] = R
iεe´t∗G[n] = G[n](−i)⊗Z
i∧
(Gm,log/Gm)Xe´t
Proof. Part (1) follows from Corollary 1.7.
We are left with part (2). Since n is invertible on X , the sequence 0→ G[n]→
G
n
−→ G→ 0 is a short exact sequence of group schemes and G[n] is quasi-finite and
e´tale. Indeed, if X is a point, then by the structure theorem of connected algebraic
groups, see [Bri17, Thm. 2.3, Thm. 2.4], we are reduced to check the cases that
G is a torus, or connected unipotent group, or abelian variety, which are clearly
true. In general, it suffices to show that G
n
−→ G is an epimorphism. This is clear,
since it is set-theoretically surjective and flat by the fiberwise criterion of flatness,
therefore it is faithfully flat. The short exact sequence 0 → G[n] → G
n
−→ G → 0
induces a long exact sequence
→ Ri−1εe´t∗G
n
−→ Ri−1εe´t∗G→ R
iεe´t∗G[n]→ R
iεe´t∗G
n
−→ Riεe´t∗G.
This further induces a short exact sequence
0→ Ri−1εe´t∗G⊗Z Z/nZ→ R
iεe´t∗G[n]→ (R
iεe´t∗G)[n]→ 0
for each i > 0. We have Riεe´t∗G[n] = G[n](−i)⊗Z
∧i
(Gm,log/Gm)Xe´t by Theorem
0.3. To finish the proof, it suffices to prove that the sheaf Ri−1εe´t∗G is n-divisible.
We proceed by induction. For i = 1, this is clear, since G
n
−→ G is an epimor-
phism of sheaves of abelian groups. Assume Rjεe´t∗G is n-divisible, then we have
Rj+1εe´t∗G[n]
∼=
−→ (Rj+1εe´t∗G)[n]. Hence
lim
−→
r
(Rj+1εe´t∗G)[n
r] = lim
−→
r
Rj+1εe´t∗G[n
r] = lim
−→
r
G[nr](−j−1)⊗Z
j+1∧
(Gm,log/Gm)Xe´t
is n-divisible. It follows that Rj+1εe´t∗G is n-divisible. This finishes the induction.

Corollary 1.9. Let X be a locally noetherian fs log scheme such that the
underlying scheme of X is a Q-scheme, and G a smooth commutative group scheme
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with connected fibres over the underlying scheme of X. Then we have
Riεe´t,∗G = lim−→
n∈N
G[n](−i)⊗Z
i∧
(Gm,log/Gm)Xe´t .
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.8. 
Now we are going to generalize Kato’s Theorem 0.1 from smooth affine group
schemes to smooth group schemes. The following lemma is analogous to [Mil80,
Proof of Thm. III.3.9, Step 2 plus Rmk. 3.11 (b)].
Lemma 1.10. Let X be a locally noetherian fs log scheme endowed with a chart
P → MX with P an fs monoid satisfying P
× = 1, and G a smooth commutative
group scheme over X endowed with the induced log structure from X. For a positive
integer m, we define P 1/m and fm : Xm → X as in Corollary 1.3. Let Hm be the
group scheme SpecZ[(P 1/m)gp/P gp] over SpecZ, then we have that the (r+1)-fold
product Xm×X · · ·×XXm is isomorphic to Xm×SpecZH
r
m, where H
r
m denotes the
r-fold product of Hm over SpecZ.
We define C·(G) to be the complex of functors Ci(G) : (st/X)→ Ab such that,
for any Y ∈ (st/X), C·(G)(Y ) is the Cˇech complex C·(Ym/Y,G) for the Kummer
flat cover Ym := Y ×X Xm → Y . Write Z
i(G) for the functor
(st/X)→ Ab, Y 7→ ker(di : Ci(Ym/Y,G)→ C
i+1(Ym/Y,G)),
then di−1 : Ci−1(G) → Zi(G) is representable by a smooth morphism of algebraic
spaces over X for i ≥ 1.
Proof. By definition Ci(G) is the functor
(st/X)→ Ab, Y 7→ G(Ym ×Y · · · ×Y Ym) = G(Y ×X Xm ×SpecZ H
i
m),
that is, it is π˚∗G, where π denotes the map Xm×SpecZH
i
m → X and π˚ denotes the
underlying map of schemes of π. Since π˚ is clearly finite and faithful flat, Ci(G) is
therefore represented by the Weil restriction of scalars of G ×X (Xm ×SpecZ H
i
m),
which is representable by a group algebraic space by [Mil80, Chap. V, 1.4 (a)].
Hence the functor Zi(G), as the kernel of a map di : Ci(G) → Ci+1(G) of group
algebraic spaces over X , is representable by a group algebraic space over X .
Now we prove the smoothness of di−1 : Ci−1(G) → Zi(G). It suffices to show
that, for any affine X-scheme T and closed subscheme T0 of T defined by an ideal
I of square zero, any z ∈ Zi(G)(T ) whose image z0 in Z
i(G)(T0) arises from an
element c0 ∈ C
i−1(G)(T0), there exists c ∈ C
i−1(G)(T ) such that c maps to c0.
Let N be the functor
(Sch/T )→ Ab, Y 7→ ker(G(Y )→ G(Y ×T T0)).
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Let C·(Tm/T,N) be the Cˇech complex for the Kummer flat cover Tm := T ×X
Xm → T with coefficients in N . Then we have the following commutative diagram
0 // Ci−1(Tm/T,N) //

Ci−1(G)(T ) //

Ci−1(G)(T0)

// 0
0 // Ci(Tm/T,N) //

Ci(G)(T ) //

Ci(G)(T0)

// 0
0 // Ci+1(Tm/T,N) // C
i+1(G)(T ) // Ci+1(G)(T0) // 0
with exact rows, where the exactness property at the right hand side follows from
the smoothness of G. Let Zi(Tm/T,N) be the kernel of
Ci(Tm/T,N)→ C
i+1(Tm/T,N),
then the above diagram induces the following commutative diagram
0 // Ci−1(Tm/T,N) //

Ci−1(G)(T ) //

Ci−1(G)(T0)

// 0
0 // Zi(Tm/T,N) // Z
i(G)(T ) // Zi(G)(T0)
with exact rows. By an easy diagram chasing, for the existence of c, it suffices
to show that the map Ci−1(Tm/T,N) → Z
i(Tm/T,N) is surjective, that is, that
Hˇi(Tm/T,N) = 0, i ≥ 1.
To finish the proof, we compute Hˇi(Tm/T,N) for i ≥ 1. Let N˜ be the functor
(Sch/T )→ Ab, U 7→ N(U ×T Tm).
Since Tm×T Tm ∼= Tm×Hm, the group scheme Hm acts on the functor N˜ , and the
Cˇech complex C·(Tm/T,N) can be identified with the standard complex C
·(Hm, N˜)
computing the cohomology of theHm-module N˜ . We claim that N˜ is coherent, then
the vanishing of Hˇi(Tm/T,N) follows from Hm being diagonalizable by [GP11,
Exp. I, Thm. 5.3.3]. For any U ∈ (Sch/T ), the smoothness of G implies that
N˜(U) = N(U ×T Tm) =ker(G(U ×T Tm)→ G(U ×T Tm ×T T0))
=Lie(G) ⊗Γ(T,OT ) Γ(Tm, IOTm)⊗Γ(T,OT ) Γ(U,OU ).
Therefore N˜ is coherent. 
The following lemma is analogous to [Mil80, Proof of Thm. III.3.9, Step 3
plus Rmk. 3.11 (b)].
Lemma 1.11. Let X,Xm, fm, P, P
1/m be as in Lemma 1.10. We further assume
that the underlying scheme of X is SpecA with A a Henselian local ring, and let
x be the closed point of X. We regard x as an fs log scheme with respect to the
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induced log structure, and xm := x ×SpecZ[P ] SpecZ[P
1/m] is obviously identified
with Xm ×X x canonically. Let ? be either kfl or ke´t, then the canonical map
Hˇi?(Xm/X,G)→ Hˇ
i
?(xm/x,G)
is an isomorphism for all i > 0.
Proof. Since G is smooth and Xm×X · · ·×XXm ∼= Xm×SpecZH
r
m is a disjoin
union of spectra of Henselian local rings, the maps
Ci(Xm/X,G)→ C
i(xm/x,G)
are surjective by [Mil80, Chap. I, 4.13]. Thus we are reduced to show that the
complex ker(C·(Xm/X,G)→ C
·(xm/x,G)) is exact. Let
z ∈ ker(Ci(Xm/X,G)
di
−→ Ci+1(Xm/X,G))
have image z0 = 0 in C
i(xm/x,G). We seek a c ∈ C
i−1(Xm/X,G) with c0 = 0
such that di−1(c) = z. By Lemma 1.10, we know that (di−1)−1(z) is representable
by a smooth scheme over X . But (di−1)−1(z) has a section over x, namely the zero
section, and as X is Henselian, this lifts to a section of (di−1)−1(z) over X . This
finishes the proof. 
With the help of Lemma 1.11, we can give a slightly different proof of Kato’s
Theorem (Theorem 0.1). This alternative proof allows us to obtain our generaliza-
tion from smooth affine group schemes to smooth group schemes.
Theorem 1.12. Let X = SpecA be an fs log scheme with A a noetherian
strictly Henselian local ring, x the closed point of X, p the characteristic of the
residue field of A, and we fix a chart P → MX satisfying P ∼= MX,x/O
×
X,x. Let
? be either fl or e´t, and ε? : (fs/X)k? → (fs/X)? the canonical “forgetful” map of
sites, and let G be a smooth commutative group scheme over X endowed with the
log structure induced from X. Then we have canonical isomorphisms
H1k?(X,G)
∼= Hˇ1k?(X,G)
∼=
{
lim
−→(n,p)=1
HomX(Z/nZ(1), G)⊗Z P
gp, if ?=e´t
lim
−→n
HomX(Z/nZ(1), G)⊗Z P
gp, if ?=fl
.
Proof. In the proof of [Niz08, Prop. 3.13], the affineness of G is only used
in the paragraph before [Niz08, Cor. 3.17]. Its use is to extend from the complete
local case (see [Niz08, Lem. 3.15]) to the Henselian local case. Note that the proof
of [Niz08, Lem. 3.15] deals with artinian local case first, then pass to complete
local case. With the help of Lemma 1.11, we can pass from artinian local case
directly to Henselian local case, hence no affineness of G is needed. 
Theorem 1.13. Let X be a locally noetherian fs log scheme, and let G be either
a finite flat group scheme over X or a smooth commutative group scheme over the
underlying scheme of X. We endow G with the induced log structure from X. Then
we have
R1εfl∗G = lim−→
n
HomX(Z/nZ(1), G)⊗Z (Gm,log/Gm)Xfl .
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Proof. The statement for the finite flat case is the same as in Theorem 0.1,
we only need to deal with the other case, which follows from Theorem 1.12 in the
same way as [Niz08, Thm. 3.12] follows from [Niz08, Prop. 3.13]. 
We explore more properties about H1k?(X,G) from its description from Theo-
rem 1.12.
Proposition 1.14. Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Theorem
1.12. Then we have lim
−→n
H1kfl(Xn, G) = 0 and lim−→(n,p)=1
H1ke´t(Xn, G) = 0
Proof. We only prove lim
−→n
H1kfl(Xn, G) = 0, the other statement can be
proven in the same way. By Theorem 1.12, we have
H1kfl(Xn, G)
∼= lim−→
r
HomXn(Z/rZ(1), G) ⊗Z (P
1
n )gp
for each n > 0. As n varies, these isomorphisms fit into commutative diagrams of
the form
H1kfl(Xn, G)
//
∼=

H1kfl(Xmn, G)
∼=

lim
−→
r
HomXn(Z/rZ(1), G) ⊗Z (P
1
n )gp // lim
−→
r
HomXmn(Z/rZ(1), G) ⊗Z (P
1
mn )gp
with the second row induced by the canonical inclusion P 1/n →֒ P 1/mn. The group
HomXn(Z/rZ(1), G) is clearly torsion, it follows that
lim
−→
n
H1kfl(Xn, G) = lim−→
n
lim
−→
r
HomXn(Z/rZ(1), G) ⊗Z (P
1
n )gp = 0.

Lemma 1.15. Let k be a separably closed field of characteristic p, X = Spec k
an fs log point endowed with a chart P →MX such that P
∼=
−→MX(X)/k
×, and G
a smooth commutative group scheme over k endowed with the induced log structure
from X.
(1) Let n be a positive integer which is coprime to p, then we have
Hˇike´t(Xn/X,G)
∼=HiXe´t(Hn, Gn)
∼= HiXe´t(Hn, G)
∼= Hi(Hn, G(k)),
where the group cohomology Hi(Hn, G(k)) is for the trivial action of Hn on
G(k), and for the definition of Gn and the actions of Hn on Gn and G respec-
tively, we refer to [Niz08, page 522].
(2) The group Hˇike´t(XN′ , G) := lim−→(n,p)=1
Hˇike´t(Xn/X,G) is p-torsion-free for i >
0.
Proof. The first two isomorphisms of part (1) follow from [Niz08, page 521-
523, in particular Lem. 3.16]. Since k is separably closed, the third isomorphism is
also clear.
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Since the abstract group underlying the constant group scheme Hn is of order
a power of n, the group Hi(Hn, G(k)) is killed by a power of n. It follows that
Hi(Hn, G(k)) is p-torsion-free. Then part (2) follows. 
Theorem 1.16. Let p be a prime number. Let X be a locally noetherian fs log
scheme such that the underlying scheme of X is an Fp-scheme, and G a smooth
commutative group scheme over the underlying scheme of X. Then we have
Riεe´t∗G = lim−→
(n,p)=1
G[n](−i)⊗Z
i∧
(Gm,log/Gm)Xe´t .
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.8 and Lemma 1.15 (2). 
1.2. Kummer flat case. Throughout this subsection, X is an fs log scheme
with its underlying scheme locally noetherian, and G is a smooth commutative
group scheme over the underlying scheme of X satisfying one of the following two
conditions
(1) G is smooth and affine over the underlying scheme of X ;
(2) G[n] := Ker(G
n
−→ G) is finite flat over the underlying scheme of X for each
positive integer n.
We are going to investigate the second higher direct image R2εfl∗G along the for-
getful map εfl : (fs/X)kfl → (fs/X)fl. We have a satisfactory result in the important
case that G is a torus (as well as in a slightly more general case). The reason why
can only deal with Riεfl∗G for i = 2 and G a suitable group scheme (mainly tori), is
because we are only able to do some computations of higher (i > 1) group scheme
cohomology in this case.
The following proposition is the counterpart of Corollary 1.3 in the Kummer
flat topology, but only for i = 2 and F = G for a smooth commutative group
scheme G.
Proposition 1.17. Let X, x,A, p, P,Xm, and fm be as in Corollary 1.3. Let
G be as in the beginning of this subsection.
Let γ ∈ H2kfl(X,G), then there exists a positive integer n such that γ maps to
zero in H2kfl(Xn, G) along fn : Xn → X.
Proof. By Proposition 1.1, we can find a Kummer flat cover T → X such
that γ dies in H2kfl(T,G). By [Niz08, Cor. 2.16], we may assume that for some
n, we have a factorization T → Xn → X with T → Xn a classical flat cover.
It follows that the class γ on Xn is trivialized by a classical flat cover, i.e. γ ∈
ker(H2kfl(Xn, G) → H
0
fl(Xn, R
2εfl∗G)). The 7-term exact sequence of the spectral
sequence Hifl(Xn, R
jεfl∗G)⇒ H
i+j
kfl (Xn, G) gives an exact sequence
· · · → H2fl(Xn, G)→ ker(H
2
kfl(Xn, G)→ H
0
fl(Xn, R
2εfl∗G))→ H
1
fl(Xn, R
1εfl∗G).
Hence to show that γ = 0 in H2kfl(Xn, G), it suffices to show that H
2
fl(Xn, G) =
H1fl(Xn, R
1εfl∗G) = 0.
Since G is smooth and A is strictly Henselian, we have
H2fl(Xn, G) = H
2
e´t(Xn, G) = 0.
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We have R1εfl∗G = lim−→m
HomXn(Z/mZ(1), G)⊗(Gm,log/Gm)Xn,fl by Theorem
1.13. By Lemma A.1, the sheaf HomXn(Z/mZ(1), G) is representable by a quasi-
finite e´tale separated group scheme over Xn. It follows that
H1fl(Xn, R
1εfl∗G) =H
1
fl(Xn, lim−→
m
HomXn(Z/mZ(1), G)⊗ (Gm,log/Gm)Xn,fl)
= lim
−→
m
H1fl(Xn,HomXn(Z/mZ(1), G) ⊗ (Gm,log/Gm)Xn,fl)
= lim
−→
m
H1fl(Xn, θ
∗(HomXn(Z/mZ(1), G) ⊗Z (Gm,log/Gm)Xn,e´t))
= lim
−→
m
H1e´t(Xn,HomXn(Z/mZ(1), G)⊗Z (Gm,log/Gm)Xn,e´t)
=0,
where θ : (fs/Xn)fl → (fs/Xn)e´t denotes the forgetful map between these two sites.
This finishes the proof. 
The following corollary is the counterpart of Corollary 1.4 and Proposition 1.5
(2) for the Kummer flat topology.
Corollary 1.18. Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Proposition
1.17. Then we have
(1) H2kfl(X,G)
∼= lim−→n
ker(H2kfl(X,G)→ H
2
kfl(Xn, G));
(2) Hˇ0kfl(XN, H
2
kfl(G)) = 0.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.17. 
Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Proposition 1.17. Let n be
a positive integer. With the help of Corollary 1.18 (2), the Kummer flat Cˇech
cohomology to derive functor cohomology spectral sequence from (1.1) gives rise to
an exact sequence
0→ lim
−→
n
Hˇ1kfl(Xn/X,G)→ H
1
kfl(X,G)→ lim−→
n
Hˇ0kfl(Xn/X,H
1
kfl(G))
→ lim
−→
n
Hˇ2kfl(Xn/X,G)→ H
2
kfl(X,G)→ lim−→
n
Hˇ1kfl(Xn/X,H
1
kfl(G))
→ lim
−→
n
Hˇ3kfl(Xn/X,G).
(1.2)
Lemma 1.19. Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Proposition 1.17,
then we have
lim
−→
n
Hˇikfl(Xn/X,H
1
kfl(G)) = 0
for i ≥ 0.
Proof. We denote by Xn,i the fibre product of i+1 copies of Xn over X . We
have Xn,i = H
i
n ×SpecZ Xn = (Hn)
i
X ×X Xn, where Hn := SpecZ[(P
1/n)gp/P gp]
and (Hn)X := Hn×SpecZX . Note that (Hn)X is a constant group scheme associated
to the abstract group Hn(X) over X if (n, p) = 1.
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We first compute the Cˇech cohomology group Hˇikfl(Xn/X,H
1
kfl(G)) for n = p
r.
In this case, the underlying scheme of the group scheme (Hpr )X is strictly Henselian
local. By Lemma A.1, the Hom-sheaf Hom(Z/mZ(1), G) is representable by a
quasi-finite e´tale group scheme. By Theorem 1.12, we have that
H1kfl(Xpr ,i, G) =H
1
kfl((Hpr )
i
X ×X Xpr , G)
= lim
−→
m
Hom(Hpr )iX×XXpr (Z/mZ(1), G)⊗Z (P
1
pr )gp
= lim
−→
m
HomXpr (Z/mZ(1), G)⊗Z (P
1
pr )gp
=H1kfl(Xpr , G).
The Cˇech complex for H1kfl(G) with respect to the cover Xpr/X can be identified
with
H1kfl(Xpr , G)
0
−→ H1kfl(Xpr , G)
Id
−→ H1kfl(Xpr , G)
0
−→ H1kfl(Xpr , G)
Id
−→ · · · ,
hence
(1.3) Hˇikfl(Xpr/X,H
1
kfl(G)) =
{
H1kfl(Xpr , G), if i = 0
0, if i > 0
.
In general, we write n = pr · n′ with (p, n′) = 1, then we have
Xn,i = (Hn′)
i
X ×X ((Hpr )
i
X ×X Xn)
and
H1kfl(Xn,i, G) =
∏
x∈Hn′(X)
i
H1kfl(Xn, G) = Map(Hn′(X)
i, H1kfl(Xn, G)).
The Cˇech complex for H1kfl(G) with respect to the cover Xn/X can be identified
with the standard complex that computes the cohomology of H1kfl(Xn, G) regarded
as a trivial Hn′(X)-module, hence we get
Hˇikfl(Xn/X,H
1
kfl(G)) = H
i(Hn′(X), H
1
kfl(Xn, G)).
At last, we get
lim
−→
n
Hˇikfl(Xn/X,H
1
kfl(G)) = lim−→
n=pr ·n′
Hi(Hn′(X), H
1
kfl(Xn, G))
=Hi(lim
←−
n′
Hn′(X), lim−→
n=pr·n′
H1kfl(Xn, G)),
which is zero, since lim
−→n
H1kfl(Xn, G) = 0 by Proposition 1.14. 
Theorem 1.20. Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Proposition
1.17. Then the canonical homomorphism lim
−→n
Hˇ2kfl(Xn/X,G) → H
2
kfl(X,G) is an
isomorphism.
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 1.19 and the exact sequence (1.2). 
In order to understand the group H2kfl(X,G), we are reduced to compute the
groups Hˇ2kfl(Xn/X,G).
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Lemma 1.21. Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Proposition 1.17.
We further assume that G is a torus. Then we have
(1) Hˇ2kfl(Xn/X,G) = Hˇ
2
ke´t(Xn/X,G) for (n, p) = 1;
(2) Hˇ2kfl(Xpr/X,G) = 0 for r > 0;
(3)
H2kfl(X,G) = lim−→
(n,p)=1
Hˇ2kfl(Xn/X,G) = lim−→
(n,p)=1
Hˇ2ke´t(Xn/X,G) = H
2
ke´t(X,G),
in particular H2kfl(X,G) is torsion, p-torsion-free and divisible.
Proof. (1) Since Xn is a Kummer e´tale cover of X whenever (p, n) = 1, this
is clear.
(2) By Lemma 1.11, we may assume that X is a log point Spec k with k
separably closed. By [Niz08, page 521-523, in particular Lem. 3.16], we have
Hˇikfl(Xpr/X,G)
∼= HiXfl(Hpr , G)
for i ≥ 1, where HiXfl(Hpr , G) denotes the i-th cohomology group of the group
scheme Hpr = SpecZ[(P
1/pr )gp/P gp] acting trivially on G over the flat site Xfl.
The group H2Xfl(Hpr , G) can be identified with the group of extension classes of
Hpr by G which admit a (not necessarily homomorphic) section, see [sga70, Exp.
XVII, Prop. A.3.1]. By [sga70, Exp. XVII, Prop. 7.1.1], such extensions must
be of multiplicative type, therefore must be commutative. Since the base field k is
separably closed, such extensions must be trivial. It follows that Hˇ2kfl(Xpr/X,G)
∼=
H2Xfl(Hpr , G) = 0.
(3) First we show that any class γ ∈ H2kfl(X,G) vanishes in H
2
kfl(Xm, G) for
some positive integer m with (m, p) = 1. By Corollary 1.18, γ is annihilated by
some cover Xm·pr with (m, p) = 1. Let γ
′ be the image of γ in H2kfl(Xm, G), we
want to show that γ′ is zero. The Cˇech-to-derived functor spectral sequence for the
cover Xm·pr/Xm gives rise to an exact sequence
· · · →Hˇ2kfl(Xm·pr/Xm, G)→ ker(H
2
kfl(Xm, G)→ H
2
kfl(Xm·pr , G))
→Hˇ1kfl(Xm·pr/Xm, H
1
kfl(G))→ · · · .
We have γ′ ∈ ker(H2kfl(Xm, G)→ H
2
kfl(Xm·pr , G)). We have Hˇ
2
kfl(Xm·pr/Xm, G) =
0 by part (2). By (1.3), we have Hˇ1kfl(Xm·pr/Xm, H
1
kfl(G)) = 0. Hence we get
γ′ = 0. It follows that
(1.4) lim
−→
(m,p)=1
ker(H2kfl(X,G)→ H
2
kfl(Xm, G))
∼=
−→ H2kfl(X,G).
Now consider the exact sequences
→Hˇ0kfl(Xm/X,H
1
kfl(G))→ Hˇ
2
kfl(Xm/X,G)→ ker(H
2
kfl(X,G)→ H
2
kfl(Xm, G))
→Hˇ1kfl(Xm/X,H
1
kfl(G))→
arising from the spectral sequence Hˇikfl(Xm/X,H
j
kfl(G)) ⇒ H
i+j
kfl (Xm, G) for the
Kummer flat covers Xm/X with (m, p) = 1. Taking direct limit, we get an exact
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sequence
→ lim
−→
(m,p)=1
Hˇ0kfl(Xm/X,H
1
kfl(G))
α
−→ lim
−→
(m,p)=1
Hˇ2kfl(Xm/X,G)→ H
2
kfl(X,G)
→ lim
−→
(m,p)=1
Hˇ1kfl(Xm/X,H
1
kfl(G))
(1.5)
by the identification (1.4). By the proof of Lemma 1.19, we have that the group
lim
−→(m,p)=1
Hˇ0kfl(Xm/X,H
1
kfl(G)) is p-torsion. At the same time, the group
lim
−→
(m,p)=1
Hˇ2kfl(Xm/X,G) = lim−→
(m,p)=1
Hˇ2ke´t(Xm/X,G)
is p-torsion-free by Corollary 1.6. Hence the map α from (1.5) is zero. For (m, p) =
1, the group scheme Hm ×SpecZ Xm is a constant group over Xm of order coprime
to p. Therefore we have
Hˇikfl(Xm/X,H
1
kfl(G)) =H
i(Hm(Xm), H
1
kfl(Xm, G))
=Hi(Hm(Xm), H
1
ke´t(Xm, G))
=Hˇike´t(Xm/X,H
1
kfl(G))
for (m, p) = 1 and i > 0. Taking direct limit, we get
lim
−→
(m,p)=1
Hˇikfl(Xm/X,H
1
kfl(G)) = lim−→
(m,p)=1
Hˇike´t(Xm/X,H
1
ke´t(G)) = 0.
for i > 0. Now the exact sequence (1.5) tells us that
H2kfl(X,G) = lim−→
(n,p)=1
Hˇ2kfl(Xn/X,G) = lim−→
(n,p)=1
Hˇ2ke´t(Xn/X,G) = H
2
ke´t(X,G).
The group H2ke´t(X,G) is torsion and p-torsion-free by Corollary 1.6, and n-divisible
for (n, p) = 1 by Theorem 1.8 (2). Therefore H2kfl(X,G) is torsion, p-torsion-free,
and divisible. 
Corollary 1.22. Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Lemma 1.21.
Then we have H2kfl(X,G[n])
∼= G[m](−2)(X) ⊗Z
∧2
P gp, where n = m · pr with
(m, p) = 1.
Proof. We have a short exact sequence
0→ H1kfl(X,G)⊗Z Z/nZ→ H
2
kfl(X,G[n])→ H
2
kfl(X,G)[n]→ 0.
Since G is a torus, the group H1kfl(X,G) = lim−→n
HomXkfl(Z/nZ(1), G) ⊗Z P
gp is
divisible and whence H1kfl(X,G) ⊗Z Z/nZ = 0. Therefore for n = m · p
r with
(m, p) = 1, we have
H2kfl(X,G[n]) =H
2
kfl(X,G)[n] = H
2
ke´t(X,G)[n] = H
2
ke´t(X,G)[m]
=H2ke´t(X,G[m]) = G[m](−2)(X)⊗Z
2∧
P gp.

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Corollary 1.23. Let X be a locally noetherian fs log scheme, and let G be
a torus over the underlying scheme of X. Let Y ∈ (fs/X) be such that the ranks
of the stalks of the e´tale sheaf MY /O
×
Y are at most one, and let (st/Y ) be the full
subcategory of (fs/X) consisting of strict fs log schemes over Y . Then we have that
the restriction of R2εfl∗G to (st/Y ) is zero.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 1.22. 
Theorem 1.24. Let X be a locally noetherian fs log scheme, and let G be a
torus over the underlying scheme of X.
(1) We have R2εfl∗G = lim−→n
(R2εfl∗G)[n], where (R
2εfl∗G)[n] denotes the n-torsion
subsheaf of R2εfl∗G.
(2) If n is invertible on X, then
(R2εfl∗G)[n] = R
2εfl∗G[n] = G[n](−2)⊗Z
2∧
(Gm,log/Gm)Xfl .
Proof. By Lemma 1.21, R2εfl∗G is torsion. Hence part (1) follows.
We have a short exact sequence
0→ R1εfl∗G⊗Z Z/nZ→ R
2εfl∗G[n]→ (R
2εfl∗G)[n]→ 0.
Since the sheaf R1εfl∗G is divisible, we get (R
2εfl∗G)[n] = R
2εfl∗G[n]. By [Swa99,
§3], in particular the part between [Swa99, Cor. 3.7] and [Swa99, Thm. 3.8],
we have cup-product for the higher direct image functors for the map of sites
εfl : (fs/X)kfl → (fs/X)fl. The cup-product induces homomorphisms
G[n]⊗Z/nZ
2∧
R1εfl∗Z/nZ→ G[n]⊗Z/nZ R
2εfl∗Z/nZ→ R
2εfl∗G[n].
Since G[n]⊗Z/nZ
∧2
R1εfl∗Z/nZ = G[n](−2)⊗Z
∧2
(Gm,log/Gm)Xfl , we get a canon-
ical homomorphism
G[n](−2)⊗Z
2∧
(Gm,log/Gm)Xfl → R
2εfl∗G[n].
By Corollary 1.22, this homomorphism is an isomorphism. This finishes the proof
of part (2). 
Corollary 1.25. Let X be a locally noetherian fs log scheme such that the
underlying scheme of X is a Q-scheme, and G a torus over the underlying scheme
of X. Then we have
R2εfl∗G = lim−→
n∈N
G[n](−2)⊗Z
2∧
(Gm,log/Gm)Xfl .
Corollary 1.26. Let p be a prime number. Let X be a locally noetherian fs
log scheme such that the underlying scheme of X is an Fp-scheme, and G a torus
over the underlying scheme of X. Then we have
R2εfl∗G = lim−→
(n,p)=1
G[n](−2)⊗Z
2∧
(Gm,log/Gm)Xfl .
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Theorem 1.27. Let X be a locally noetherian fs log scheme, and let G be a
smooth affine commutative group scheme over the underlying scheme of X.
(1) If the fibres Gx of G over X are all unipotent and κ(x)-solvable (see [sga70,
Def. 5.1.0]), then we have
R1εfl∗G = R
2εfl∗G = 0.
(2) If G is an extension of a group U by a torus T such that the fibres Ux of U
over X are all unipotent and κ(x)-solvable, then the canonical map R2εfl∗T →
R2εfl∗G is an isomorphism.
Proof. In part (2), since G is smooth, U has to be smooth by fppf descent.
Hence part (2) follows from part (1). We are left to prove part (1).
By Theorem 1.13, we have
R1εfl,∗G = lim−→
n
HomX(Z/nZ(1), G)⊗Z (Gm,log/Gm)Xfl ,
which is zero by [sga70, Exp. XVII, Lem. 2.5]. To prove R2εfl,∗G = 0, it suffices to
prove H2kfl(X,G) = 0 for the case that the underlying scheme of X is SpecA with
A a strictly henselian ring and X admits a chart P →MX with P
∼=
−→MX,x/O
×
X,x.
By Theorem 1.20, we have lim
−→n
Hˇ2kfl(Xn/X,G)
∼=
−→ H2kfl(X,G). By Lemma 1.11,
we are further reduced to the case that X is a log point with A a separably closed
field. We have that Hˇ2kfl(Xn/X,G) = H
2
Xfl
(Hn, G) by [Niz08, page 521-523, in
particular Lem. 3.16]. But H2(Hn, G) = 0 for any positive integer n by [sga70,
Exp. XVII, Thm. 5.1.1 (1) (d)] and [sga70, Exp. XVII, App. I, Prop. 3.1]. This
finishes the proof. 
2. The higher direct images of the logarithmic multiplicative group
In this section, we show that Riεfl∗Gm,log = 0 (resp. R
iεe´t∗Gm,log = 0) for
i ≥ 1, where Gm,log denotes the quotient of Gm,log by Gm with respect to the
Kummer flat topology (resp. Kummer e´tale topology). The case i = 1 has been
treated essentially in the proof of [Niz08, Cor. 3.21]. As a corollary, we get
Riεfl∗Gm ∼= R
iεfl∗Gm,log (resp. R
iεe´t∗Gm ∼= R
iεe´t∗Gm,log) for i ≥ 2. By Kato’s
logarithmic Hilbert 90, see [Niz08, Cor. 3.21],we have R1εfl∗Gm,log = 0 (resp.
R1εe´t∗Gm,log = 0).
We start with the strictly Henselian case.
Theorem 2.1. Let X = SpecA be an fs log scheme with A a noetherian strictly
Henselian local ring, x the closed point of X, and p the characteristic of the residue
field of A. We fix a chart P →MX satisfying P
∼=
−→MX,x/O
×
X,x. Then we have
(1) Hrkfl(X,Gm,log) = 0 (resp. H
r
ke´t(X,Gm,log) = 0) for r ≥ 1;
(2) Hrkfl(X,Gm)
∼= Hrkfl(X,Gm,log) (resp. H
r
ke´t(X,Gm)
∼= Hrke´t(X,Gm,log)) for r ≥
2.
Before going to the proof of Theorem 2.1, we prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.2. Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Theorem 2.1. For
the Cˇech cohomology for the Kummer flat cover Xn/X, we have
Hˇikfl(Xn/X,Gm,log) =
{
(P
1
n )gp ⊗Z Q, if i = 0;
0, if i > 0.
If (n, p) = 1, for the Cˇech cohomology for the Kummer e´tale cover Xn/X, we have
Hˇike´t(Xn/X,Gm,log) =
{
(P
1
n )gp ⊗Z Q
′, if i = 0;
0, if i > 0.
Proof. We only deal with the Kummer flat case, the Kummer e´tale case can
be done in the same way.
It is clear that
(2.1) Hˇ0kfl(Xn/X,Gm,log) = (Gm,log/Gm)(Xn) = (P
1
n )gp ⊗Z Q.
Let n = m · pt with (m, p) = 1, then X ×SpecZ H
r
m is a constant group scheme over
X and X ×SpecZ H
r
pt is a connected group scheme over X , therefore we have
Gm,log(Xn ×X · · · ×X Xn︸ ︷︷ ︸
r + 1 times
) =Gm,log(Xn ×SpecZ H
r
n)
=Gm,log((Xn ×SpecZ H
r
pt)×X (X ×SpecZ H
r
m))
=
∏
h∈Hm(X)r
Gm,log(Xn ×SpecZ H
r
pt)
=
∏
h∈Hm(X)r
Gm,log(Xn)
=
∏
h∈Hm(X)r
(P
1
n )gp ⊗Z Q
=Map(Hm(X)
r, (P
1
n )gp ⊗Z Q).
To compute the higher Cˇech cohomology groups, we consider the Cˇech complex
(2.2) Gm,log(Xn)
d0−→ Gm,log(Xn ×X Xn)
d1−→ Gm,log(Xn ×X Xn ×X Xn)
d2−→ · · ·
for Gm,log with respect to the cover Xn/X . Let Γn := (P
1
n )gp/P gp. By [Mil80,
Chap. III, Example 2.6], the Cˇech nerve of the Kummer flat cover Xn/X can be
identified with the sequence
Xn Xn ×Hn
d1,0
oo
d1,1
oo Xn ×H
2
n
d2,0
oo
oo
d2,2
oo
Xn ×H
3
n · · · ,
d3,0
oo
oo
oo
d3,3
oo
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where the map dr,i on the ring level is given by the A-linear ring homomorphism
A⊗Z[P ] Z[P
1
n ⊕ Γr−1n ]→ A⊗Z[P ] Z[P
1
n ⊕ Γrn]
(a, a¯1, · · · , a¯r−1) 7→


(a, a¯, a¯1, · · · , a¯r−1), if i = 0;
(a, a¯1, · · · , a¯i, a¯i, · · · , a¯r−1), if 0 < i < r;
(a, a¯1, · · · , a¯r−1, 0), if i = r.
for any (a, a¯1, · · · , a¯r−1) ∈ P
1
n ⊕ Γr−1n . If m = 1, i.e. n = p
t, we have
Gm,log(Xpt ×SpecZ H
r
pt) = (P
1
pt )gp ⊗Z Q.
By the description of dr,i, the map
d∗r,i : Gm,log(Xpt ×SpecZ H
r−1
pt )→ Gm,log(Xpt ×SpecZ H
r
pt)
can be identified with the identity map
Id : (P
1
pt )gp ⊗Z Q→ (P
1
pt )gp ⊗Z Q.
In general, the map
d∗r,i : Gm,log(Xn ×SpecZ H
r−1
n )→ Gm,log(Xn ×SpecZ H
r
n)
can be identified with the map
Map(Hm(X)
r−1, (P
1
n )gp ⊗Z Q)
∂r,i
−−→ Map(Hm(X)
r, (P
1
n )gp ⊗Z Q)
f 7→ (∂r,i(f) : (h1, · · · , hr) 7→


f(h2, · · · , · · · , hr), if i = 0
f(h1, · · · , hi + hi+1, · · · , hr), if 0 < i < r
f(h1, · · · · · · , hr−1), if i = r
)
Therefore the complex (2.2) can be identified with the standard complex
(P
1
n )gp⊗ZQ→ Map(Hm(X), (P
1
n )gp⊗ZQ)→ Map(Hm(X)
2, (P
1
n )gp⊗ZQ)→ · · ·
for computing the group cohomology of the trivial Hm(X)-module (P
1
n )gp ⊗Z Q.
It follows that
Hˇikfl(Xn/X,Gm,log)
∼= Hi(Hm(X), (P
1
n )gp ⊗Z Q) =
{
(P
1
n )gp ⊗Z Q, if i = 0;
0, if i > 0.

Proof of Theorem 2.1: Part (2) follows from part (1) clearly. We only deal
with the Kummer flat case, the Kummer e´tale case can be proven by the same way.
We use induction on r to prove part (1).
First of all we consider the case r = 1. We want to prove H1kfl(X,Gm,log) = 0.
The spectral sequence Hˇikfl(Xn/X,H
j
kfl(Gm,log)) ⇒ H
i+j
kfl (X,Gm,log) gives rise to
an exact sequence
0→ Hˇ1kfl(Xn/X,Gm,log)→ H
1
kfl(X,Gm,log)
u
−→ Hˇ0kfl(Xn/X,H
1
kfl(Gm,log)).
By Lemma 2.2, we have that u is injective. We also have a canonical injection
v : Hˇ0kfl(Xn/X,H
1
fl(Gm,log)) →֒ H
1
kfl(Xn,Gm,log).
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The composition v ◦ u is nothing but the pullback map f∗n : H
1
kfl(X,Gm,log) →
H1kfl(Xn,Gm,log), where fn denotes the cover map Xn → X . Hence we get an
injection f∗n : H
1
kfl(X,Gm,log) →֒ H
1
kfl(Xn,Gm,log). Passing to the direct limit, we
get a canonical injection H1kfl(X,Gm,log) →֒ lim−→n
H1kfl(Xn,Gm,log). Hence it suffices
to show that lim
−→n
H1kfl(Xn,Gm,log) = 0. Let α be an element of H
1
kfl(Xn,Gm,log),
and let T → Xn be a Kummer flat cover such that α dies in H
1
kfl(T,Gm,log). By
[Niz08, Cor. 2.16], we may assume that for some m, we have a factorization
T → Xmn → Xn, where T → Xmn is a classical flat cover. It follows that the class
α on Xmn is trivialized by a classical flat cover, i.e. α is mapped to zero along the
map H1kfl(Xmn,Gm,log)→ H
0
fl(Xmn, R
1εfl∗Gm,log). Hence α lies in the image of the
map H1fl(Xmn, εfl∗Gm,log) →֒ H
1
kfl(Xmn,Gm,log). But
H1fl(Xmn, εfl∗Gm,log) =H
1
fl(Xmn, (Gm,log/Gm)Xfl ⊗Z Q)
=H1e´t(Xmn, (Gm,log/Gm)Xe´t ⊗Z Q)
=0.
(2.3)
This finishes the proof of H1kfl(X,Gm,log) = 0.
Now we fix a positive integer r0, and assume that H
r
kfl(Y,Gm,log) = 0 for all
0 < r ≤ r0 and all fs log schemes Y satisfying the conditions for X in the statement.
Note that this assumption implies that Rrεfl∗Gm,log = 0 for 0 < r ≤ r0. We are
going to prove
Hr0+1kfl (X,Gm,log) = 0.
in two steps.
In the first step, we prove that the canonical map
(2.4) Hr0+1kfl (X,Gm,log)→ H
r0+1
kfl (Xn,Gm,log)
is injective for any n > 0. Apparently Xn satisfies the conditions for X in the
statement. For any 0 < j ≤ r0 and any i ≥ 0, consider the i-th Cˇech cohomology
group Hˇikfl(Xn/X,H
j
kfl(Gm,log)) of the Kummer flat cover Xn/X with coefficients
in the presheaf Hjkfl(Gm,log). Since
Xn ×X · · · ×X Xn︸ ︷︷ ︸
k + 1 times
= Xn ×SpecZ H
k
n = (Xn ×SpecZ H
k
pt)×X (X ×SpecZ H
k
n′)
with n = n′ · pt and (n′, p) = 1, Xn×SpecZ H
k
pt satisfies the conditions for X in the
statement, and X ×SpecZ H
k
n′ is a constant group scheme over X , so we get
Γ(Xn ×X · · · ×X Xn︸ ︷︷ ︸
k + 1 times
, Hjkfl(Gm,log)) = H
j
kfl(Xn ×X · · · ×X Xn︸ ︷︷ ︸
k + 1 times
,Gm,log) = 0.
It follows that Hˇikfl(Xn/X,H
j
kfl(Gm,log)) = 0 for any 0 < j ≤ r0 and any i ≥ 0.
Then the spectral sequence Hˇikfl(Xn/X,H
j
kfl(Gm,log)) ⇒ H
i+j
kfl (X,Gm,log) implies
that Hr0+1kfl (X,Gm,log)
∼=
−→ Hˇ0kfl(Xn/X,H
r0+1
kfl (Gm,log)). It follows that the canoni-
cal map (2.4) is injective for any n > 0.
In the second step, we finish the proof of Hr0+1kfl (X,Gm,log) = 0. Let β be any
element of Hr0+1kfl (X,Gm,log), and let T → X be a Kummer flat cover such that β
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dies in Hr0+1kfl (T,Gm,log). By [Niz08, Cor. 2.16], we may assume that for some m,
we have a factorization T → Xm → X such that T → Xm is a classical flat cover.
It follows that the class β on Xm is trivialized by a classical flat cover, i.e. it lies in
the kernel of the canonical map Hr0+1kfl (Xm,Gm,log) → H
0
fl(Xm, R
r0+1εfl∗Gm,log).
Consider the spectral sequence Hifl(Xm, R
jεfl∗Gm,log) ⇒ H
i+j(Xm,Gm,log). The
vanishing of Rjεfl∗Gm,log for 0 < j ≤ r0 gives rise to an exact sequence
0→ Hr0+1fl (Xm, εfl∗Gm,log)→ H
r0+1
kfl (Xm,Gm,log)→ H
0
fl(Xm, R
r0+1εfl∗Gm,log).
Hence the class β on Xm comes from H
r0+1
fl (Xm, εfl∗Gm,log) which is zero by the
same reason as in (2.3). Hence the class β on Xm is zero. Thus β = 0 in
Hr0+1kfl (X,Gm,log) by the injectivity of the map (2.4). This finishes the proof of
Hr0+1kfl (X,Gm,log) = 0. 
Theorem 2.3. Let X be an fs log scheme with its underlying scheme locally
noetherian, and εfl : (fs/X)kfl → (fs/X)fl (resp. εe´t : (fs/X)ke´t → (fs/X)e´t) the
forgetful map between these two sites. Then we have:
(1) Rrεfl∗Gm,log = 0 (resp. R
rεe´t∗Gm,log = 0) for r ≥ 1;
(2) the canonical map Rrεfl∗Gm → R
rεfl∗Gm,log (resp. R
rεe´t∗Gm → R
rεe´t∗Gm,log)
is an isomorphism for r ≥ 2.
Corollary 2.4. Let X be a locally noetherian fs log scheme such that the stalks
of MgpX /O
×
X for the classical e´tale topology have rank at most 1. Let (ke´t/X)ke´t
(resp. (ke´t/X)e´t) be the category of Kummer e´tale fs log schemes over X endowed
with the Kummer e´tale topology (resp. the classical e´tale topology), and let ε :
(ke´t/X)ke´t → (ke´t/X)e´t be the canonical forgetful map of sites. Then we have
R2ε∗Gm,log = 0.
3. Examples
3.1. Discrete valuation rings. Let R be a discrete valuation ring with frac-
tion field K and residue field k. Let π be a uniformizer of R, and we endow
X = SpecR with the log structure associated to the homomorphism N→ R, 1 7→ π.
Let x be the closed point of X and i the closed immersion x →֒ X , and we endow
x with the induced log structure from X . Let η be the generic point of X and j
the open immersion η →֒ X .
Now we consider the Leray spectral sequence
(3.1) Hsfl(X,R
tεfl∗Gm)⇒ H
s+t
kfl (X,Gm).
We have Hsfl(X,Gm) = H
s
e´t(X,Gm) for s ≥ 0 by [Gro68, Thm. 11.7]. We have
R1εfl∗Gm = lim−→
n
HomX(Z/nZ(1),Gm)⊗Z (Gm,log/Gm)Xfl
=Q/Z⊗Z (Gm,log/Gm)Xfl
by Theorem 1.13. Then on (st/X), we have (Gm,log/Gm)Xfl
∼= i∗Z. Therefore
Hsfl(X,R
1εfl∗Gm) = H
s
fl(X,Q/Z⊗Z i∗Z) = H
s
fl(x,Q/Z) = H
s
e´t(x,Q/Z)
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for s ≥ 0. We also have
Hsfl(X,R
2εfl∗Gm) = H
s
fl(X, 0) = 0
for s ≥ 0 by Corollary 1.23.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that k is a finite field. Then we have
H1kfl(X,Gm)
∼= H0e´t(x,Q/Z)
∼= Q/Z
and
H2kfl(X,Gm)
∼= H1e´t(x,Q/Z)
∼= Q/Z.
Proof. We have Hsfl(X,Gm) = H
s
e´t(X,Gm) = 0 by [Mil06, Chap. II, Prop.
1.5 (a)]. Then part (1) follows from the spectral sequence (3.1). 
3.2. Global Dedekind domains. Through this subsection, let K be a global
field. WhenK is a number field,X denotes the spectrum of the ring of integers inK,
and when K is a function field, k denotes the field of constants of K and X denotes
the unique connected smooth projective curve over k having K as its function field.
Let S be a finite set of closed points of X , U := X−S, j : U →֒ X , and ix : x →֒ X
for each closed point x ∈ X . We endow X with log structure j∗O
×
U ∩ OX → OX .
In the case of a number field, let S∞ := S ∪ {infinite places of K}, and in the case
of function field, we just let S∞ := S.
On (st/X), we have R1εfl∗Gm =
⊕
x∈S ix,∗Q/Z and R
2εfl∗Gm = 0. The Leray
spectral sequence Hsfl(X,R
tεfl∗Gm) ⇒ H
s+t
kfl (X,Gm) gives rise to a long exact se-
quence
0→H1fl(X,Gm)→ H
1
kfl(X,Gm)
α
−→ H0fl(X,R
1εfl∗Gm)
→H2fl(X,Gm)→ H
2
kfl(X,Gm)→ H
1
fl(X,R
1εfl∗Gm)
→H3fl(X,Gm)→ H
3
kfl(X,Gm).
(3.2)
The Leray spectral sequences for Gm and Gm,log respectively together give rise to
the following commutative diagram
0

0

H1fl(X,Gm)
//

H1fl(X,Gm,log)

H1kfl(X,Gm)
//
α

H1kfl(X,Gm,log)

H0fl(X,R
1εfl∗Gm) //

H0fl(X,R
1εfl∗Gm,log)

H1fl(X, (Gm,log/Gm)Xfl)
// H2fl(X,Gm)
// H2fl(X,Gm,log)
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with exact rows and columns. We have R1εfl∗Gm,log = 0 by Kato’s logarithmic
Hilbert 90 (see [Niz08, Cor. 3.21]), and
H1fl(X, (Gm,log/Gm)Xfl) = H
1
fl(X,
⊕
x∈S
ix,∗Z) =
⊕
x∈S
H1fl(x,Z) = 0.
By diagram chasing, we find that the map α is surjective. We have
H0fl(X,R
1εfl∗Gm) =
⊕
x∈S
H0fl(X, ix,∗Q/Z) =
⊕
x∈S
H0fl(x,Q/Z) =
⊕
x∈S
Q/Z
and
H1fl(X,R
1εfl∗Gm) =
⊕
x∈S
H1fl(X, ix,∗Q/Z) =
⊕
x∈S
H1fl(x,Q/Z).
We also have
H2fl(X,Gm)
∼=
{
(Z/2Z)r−1, if K has r > 0 real places;
0, otherwise
and H3fl(X,Gm)
∼= Q/Z by [Mil06, Chap. II, Prop. 2.1]. Therefore the exact
sequence (3.2) splits into two exact sequences
(3.3) 0→ H1fl(X,Gm)→ H
1
kfl(X,Gm)
α
−→ H0fl(X,R
1εfl∗Gm)→ 0
and
(3.4) 0→ H2fl(X,Gm)→ H
2
kfl(X,Gm)→ H
1
fl(X,R
1εfl∗Gm)→ H
3
fl(X,Gm),
which can be identified with
(3.5) 0→ H1fl(X,Gm)→ H
1
kfl(X,Gm)
α
−→
⊕
x∈S
Q/Z→ 0
and
(3.6) 0→ H2fl(X,Gm)→ H
2
kfl(X,Gm)→
⊕
x∈S
H1fl(x,Q/Z)→ Q/Z
with H2fl(X,Gm) =
{
(Z/2Z)r−1, if K has r > 0 real palces;
0, otherwise.
Let Pic(X) (resp. Pic(X log)) denote the groupH1fl(X,Gm) (resp. H
1
kfl(X,Gm)).
We have a canonical degree map deg : Pic(X) → Z in both the number field case
and the function field case. By the short exact sequence (3.5), the degree map
deg : Pic(X)→ Z extends uniquely to a map
(3.7) deg : Pic(X log)→ Q,
and the two degree maps fit into the following commutative diagram
(3.8) 0 // Pic(X) //
deg

Pic(X log) //
deg

⊕
x∈S Q/Z
//
sum

0
0 // Z // Q // Q/Z // 0
with exact rows.
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To summarise, we get the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. Let the notation and the assumptions be as in the beginning
of this subsection. Then we have the following.
(1) The group Pic(X log) := H1kfl(X,Gm) admits a canonical degree map into Q
which extends the canonical degree map on Pic(X), and the two degree maps
fit into the following commutative digram
0 // Pic(X) //
deg

Pic(X log) //
deg

⊕
x∈S Q/Z
//
sum

0
0 // Z // Q // Q/Z // 0
with exact rows.
(2) The group H2kfl(X,Gm) fits into an exact sequence
0→ H2fl(X,Gm)→ H
2
kfl(X,Gm)→
⊕
x∈S
H1fl(x,Q/Z)→ Q/Z.
If K is a function field with its field of constants algebraically closed, then we
have H2kfl(X,Gm)
∼= H2fl(X,Gm) = 0. If the residue fields at the points of S are
finite, then the above exact sequence becomes
0→ H2fl(X,Gm)→ H
2
kfl(X,Gm)→
⊕
x∈S
Q/Z→ Q/Z
with H2fl(X,Gm) =
{
(Z/2Z)r−1, if K has r > 0 real places;
0, otherwise.
Proof. We are left with checking H2fl(X,Gm) = 0 for X a smooth projective
curve over an algebraically closed field, and H1fl(x,Q/Z)
∼= Q/Z for x a point with
finite residue field. The first follows from [Sta19, Tag 03RM], and the second
follows from
H1fl(x,Q/Z)
∼= H1e´t(x,Q/Z)
∼= Hom(Zˆ,Q/Z) ∼= Q/Z.

Remark 3.1. A homomorphism (Q/Z)n → Q/Z is either zero or surjective. It
follows that, in the case that the residue fields at the points of S are finite, we have
either a short exact sequence
0→ H2fl(X,Gm)→ H
2
kfl(X,Gm)→
⊕
x∈S
Q/Z→ 0
or an exact sequence
0→ H2fl(X,Gm)→ H
2
kfl(X,Gm)→
⊕
x∈S
Q/Z→ Q/Z→ 0.
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Appendix A.
Lemma A.1. Let S be a scheme, F a finite flat commutative group scheme
of multiplicative type over S which is killed by some positive integer n, and G a
commutative group scheme over S satisfying one of the following two conditions
(1) G is smooth and affine over S;
(2) G[n] := Ker(G
n
−→ G) is finite flat over S.
Then the fppf sheaf H := HomS(F,G) is representable by an e´tale quasi-finite
separated group scheme over S;
Proof. We first deal with case (1). By [sga70, Exp. XI, Cor. 4.2], the sheaf
HomS(F,G) is representable by a smooth separated group scheme over S. The
fibres of the group scheme HomS(F,G) over S are finite by the structure theorem
[sga70, Exp. XVII, Thm. 7.2.1] of commutative group schemes and [sga70, Exp.
XVII, Prop. 2.4]. It follows that HomS(F,G) is a quasi-finite e´tale separated group
scheme over S.
Now we deal with case (2). Clearly we have HomS(F,G) = HomS(F,G[n]).
Let 0 → G[n] → G1 → G2 → 0 be the canonical smooth resolution of G with
G1, G2 affine smooth commutative group schemes over S, see [Mil06, Thm. A.5].
Then we have an exact sequence
0→ HomS(F,G)→ HomS(F,G1)
α
−→ HomS(F,G2)
of fppf sheaves of abelian groups over S. By case (1), the sheaves HomS(F,Gi)
for i = 1, 2 are representable by e´tale quasi-finite separated group schemes over
S. Hence H = HomS(F,G) as the kernel of α is representable. Furthermore by
[Sta19, Tag 02GW], α is e´tale. It is also separated. It follows that H is e´tale,
separated, and quasi-finite. 
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